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1 Introduction  
 

This guide will assist you in the use of People Counter Setup Tool (PCST) software used to configure 
counters already positioned correctly on the ceiling which are then connected together and powered.  It 
does not provide fault finding procedures in the event of problems but any error messages given by the 
software are explained in the relevant section.   

Trafsys People Counter units should first be configured to reside on the network in their installed 
location prior to installation.  The People Counter Setup Tool (PCST) is used to do this and is available as 
either an executable version that must be installed on the configuration PC or as a web based 
application that runs on a web server hosted on the IP sensor itself.   

The configuration PC is connected to the counter via either an IP or serial connection.  For configuration 
using a serial connection, the installed version of PCST must be used.  For configuration over the IP the 
installed version of the setup tool or web based PCST can be used in conjunction with a compatible 
internet browser running Microsoft Silverlight Add on.   

All configured options are loaded into a non-volatile storage area within the unit and are maintained, 
even after power down.   

Additionally a number of Note(s) will be shown at appropriate points.   
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1.1 Counter Compatibility 
 

The latest PCST software is compatible with all counter models in the Gazelle series and older thermal IP 
units.  Although, new functionality introduced in the Gazelle series will not be available in older models.  
Non-Supported functions will be grayed out when not available.  It is recommended that the latest 
version of the software be used.   

1.2 Settling Time  
 

An adequate settling time should be allowed after applying power to the counter to allow it to adjust to 
its installed environment.  The two LEDs on the front of the counter will flash alternately until the 
counter has stabilized and is fully operational.  Typical settling time is between 45 seconds and 2 
minutes, dependent on the temperature difference between where the counter has been stored and 
where it is installed.  For example, if a counter is installed shortly after being moved from a cold place 
then it will take approx. 2 minutes, but if the counter is merely rebooted then it will take much less time.   
If the counter is still settling when you connect to it, you will still be able to configure all settings, but 
configuration of the main counter functionality, which requires the viewing of the targets moving about, 
will be a little restricted until the settling time has elapsed and the counter’s field of view is accessible.  
When the counter is still ‘settling’, or ‘warming up’, an animation will be shown in place of the target 
view.   
 
Note: Remember that sufficient walk testing is essential while positioning the counting lines and 
configuring the counting functionality, therefore you should wait until the counter has finished settling 
before attempting to configure these.   
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2 System Requirements 
 

Counter Type Setup Connection 
Software 
Method   

IP Enabled Counter IP Web browser   

    Installed version   

IP Enabled Counter Serial Installed version   

     

Minimum System Requirements 

 Operating Systems Processor Memory   

Windows XP, 7, 8, & Server 2008  X86 or X64/ 1.6Ghz 2 GB   

     

NOTE: If you’ve noticed slow down or pauses whilst navigating through Windows then it is to be expected 

that any software running on that operating system will also suffer the same symptoms. 

     

Installation consists of simply:     

Running PCST software install     

     

Microsoft Silverlight 5 is required!    

Silverlight compatible Browsers      

Internet explorer 7, 8, 9 ,10    

Firefox 

3.6+ Through 51.0.1 
Version 52.0 no longer supports 
Silverlight    

   

   

.NET 4.0 is required!   

.NET 4.0 will be automatically checked for and installed if not present   

Note: Some systems may require a reboot once .NET is installed.   

You will need to restart the install after the reboot to continue   
 

2.1 Installing Software 
 

 When using an internet browser to configure an IP enabled counter, the setup software is 
actually served through web pages directly from the counter via IP, so the additional PCST 
‘exe’ installation is not required.   

 Remember that the IP enabled counter variants accommodate a web accessed version of the 
PCST software on board, and therefore by choosing to connect to an IP counter via a web 
browser, a separate installation of PCST is not required.   

 Nevertheless, the exe version of PCST will allow an IP connection to an IP counter if required, 
as well as a serial connection to the IP device which may be necessitated in some situations.   
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 Installation of the exe version of PCST software is a one or two step process dependent on the 
operating system and whether certain pre-requisites are already installed.   

The PCST Version of the software can be downloaded from; http://sw.trafsys.com/IPGazelle-
SetupTool.   
 
When you first run the installer, you must acknowledge and agree to the Software License Agreement: 
On systems implementing User Account Control (UAC), you will now 
need to allow the installer to proceed.   
 

At this point you can click on the ‘Options’ button in order to change 
the install location, or you can simply tick the ‘I agree’ checkbox and 
click ‘Continue’.  The software will then install, this may take a minute 
or so.   

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

2.2 Connecting to the Counter  
 
There are a number of different connection options available, each can be used to communicate with 
counters for configuration purposes.  The following sections detail the steps involved with each different 
connection method.   
 

2.3 Installed ‘Exe’ versus ‘Web’ Setup Tool 
 
IP counters can be configured using their on-board, web accessed, PCST version, or via the installed 
‘exe’ version.   
 
Note: It should be noted that configuration of an IP unit via the exe version of the software will not 
allow all settings to be configured.   
Some of the IP details such as DNS Settings, as well as the Client Connection Settings, are not accessible 
through the exe software.  Therefore, in some cases it may be necessary to configure the main 
counting functionality and basic IP settings, locally, via serial, and the other IP settings and Client 
settings via internet browser at the switch or other accessible network point.   
  

http://sw.trafsys.com/IPGazelle-SetupTool
http://sw.trafsys.com/IPGazelle-SetupTool
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2.4.1 Counter Connection through a Web Browser  
 

The IP connection method is the 
recommended method for use when 
configuring IP enabled counters units.   

Connect to the counter via its configured IP 
address.  Open your web browser and 
enter the IP address in the address bar.   

Note: By default a new IP enabled counter 
will have an address of 192.168.0.10 and 
subnet of 255.255.255.0.  The exception is 
if the counter has been pre-configured by 
Trafsys for 
your network.   

 

Note: Your computer must be on the same IP range as the counter’s IP 
address in order to communicate with it.  This is set by the IP address 
and the subnet mask parameters but is beyond the scope of this 
document.  If you do not know how to do this please contact your 
network administrator or IT Support.   
The default username is ‘admin’ and the default password is ‘installer’.  
The password can be changed later, as part of the counter setup, if 
required.   
 
A link is provided on the “Welcome” page so 
that you can download Silverlight and proceed 
with the configuration of the counter which 
does require Silverlight.  (The IP Configuration, 
Client Configuration, Connections, and Password 
pages do not require the Silverlight add-on).   
 

The MAC address shown on the Welcome page 
is unique for every IP Master counter.  It can 
also be retrieved using the API.   

 

2.4.2. Counter Connection through the Setup Tool Executable  
 

 The main window will open and you will be given the choice to connect via IP connection, serial 
connection or through a Connection Router Server.   

 To connect via IP address simply select ‘IP Address’ from the drop down and enter the IP 
address and then click ‘Connect’.   
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 In most cases the port details will always be 4505.  (Only change this if you have 
configured port forwarding on your router).   

 In these cases the router should port forward to port 4505 of the relevant counter and 
you would enter the correct port to be forwarded here.   
The main options for configuring a counter using the setup tool executable are detailed in 
section 4.   

 Navigation Menu- allows you to configure various settings within the counter   

 

2.4.3 IP Configuration  
 

IP enabled counters must be configured with appropriate network settings for the network that they are 
connecting to.   

The main details required are:  
• IP address and subnet mask.   
• Gateway address, in order to 

connect to other networks (and the 
internet).   

• DNS details, so that the counter can 
resolve hostnames (if required).   

In the vast majority of installations on a 
customer’s own network, they will manage 
the whole network themselves and 
therefore you will need to enquire to see what network details have been allocated for use.   
 

2.4.4 Changing IP Settings via Web Browser  
 

Once connected to the counter choose the ‘IP’ option to access the network settings.  The figure above 
is showing the IP status.  This is the counter’s current connection to its switch and not necessarily the 
same as your connection (if connected via two different switches, for example).  Valid connection 
speeds can be 10M or 100M; valid connection types can be Full Duplex or Half Duplex.   
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2.4.5 Changing IP Settings via Setup Tool Executable  
 
You can change the main IP settings (IP Address, Subnet Mask and Gateway Address) using the installed 
‘exe’ version of the setup 
tool when connected to 
the counter via a serial 
connection only.  It is not 
possible to change IP 
details using the exe PCST 
when using an IP 
connection.   
  
Note: Changing the IP 
settings via serial 
connection through the 
executable version of the setup tool may be required as a first step to get the unit(s) communicating 
correctly on the network, or it would be required if ever the IP settings were changed and then later 
forgotten.   
  
When connected via serial, access the IP settings from the main ‘Settings’ menu:   
Once your required settings have been made, click the ‘Save’ button.  The counter will then reboot its IP 
connection with the new details and will be accessible over IP after approximately 30 seconds.   
Note: The connection via serial will remain until you disconnect.   
Note: If ever the IP address of a counter is not known, a serial connection to the counter in conjunction 
with the exe version of the PCST software will allow the IP details to be ascertained and/or changed.   
Note: Additionally a serial connection to a counter allows a forgotten password to be changed via the 
above method using the exe version of the PCST software.   
 

3 Client Configuration 
 
To configure a Client Connection, first 
enable it by placing a tick in the Client 
Settings Checkbox, and then you can 
configure an IP Address or a Hostname.  The 
5000 series IP unit can only support a single 
connection.   
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Note: if a c urrent Client Connection is listed, 
you will not be able to proceed to the ‘Setup 
Tool’ option attempting to enter Setup, when 
all connections are already in use, will result in 
an error.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4 Setup Tool  
 
This part of the counter setup is for configuring 
the main counting functionality of the unit.  
Previous sections discuss the configuration of network and data collection aspects of an IP enabled 
counter only.   
 
This section is relevant to all counter variants.  All counters must be configured correctly for their 
installed environment.  When connecting to an IP enabled counter to configure the counting 
functionality through a web browser, the Microsoft Silverlight add-on is utilized to allow moving 
graphics in a web page.  For this to work correctly port 4505 must be available and not blocked.   
 

Note: Silverlight cannot be port forwarded through a router to a different port it will not work. If you 
need to port forward from 4505 to 5000 for example, you should use the installed exe version of PCST to 
configure the counting functionality as this does not utilize Silverlight and therefore will accommodate 
port forwarding, see section 4.   
   
Using the Setup tool to configure counting functionality is identical whether you are connected via IP 
through a browser, IP via the installed PCST software, or serial via the installed PCST software.   
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4.1 Configuration Wizard  
 
Once a connection has been established, any new or un-configured units will trigger the ‘Configuration 
Wizard’ to run:  
 
If two or more units are detected 
connected together as part of a wide 
opening network, an additional 
notification message may be 
displayed first.   
 
This notification will be displayed 
when configuring brand new, 
previously un-configured, units as 
part of a wide opening network, or 
when adding or removing units from an existing installation.  If you receive this warning message on an 
existing install that you have not modified, it could mean there is a problem broken wire, loose 
connection, etc.   
Investigate prior to continuing with install.  
Click ‘Cancel’ in correct the problem before 
continuing.  Assuming the notification 
message is expected click ‘OK’.  You can 
also click ‘Next’ at this prompt and 
continue with the configuration.   
 
Note: Heights outside of the valid 
mounting height range will be highlighted 
with a red exclamation mark, and you will 
not be able to continue:  
 
Additionally, valid heights which are outside of the ‘recommended’ range will be highlighted. Whenever 
possible install counters in the recommended height range instead of at the extreme top or bottom of 
the allowable range.   
 
Note: When configuring a single unit, the only information that you have to enter is the ceiling height of 
that unit.   

Note: When two or more units are 
recognized, you must again enter 
the relevant information for each 
unit.  First, you should check that 
the correct number of units is 
shown.  If only two units are shown 
but there should be three, then 
you would need to check the 
wiring and power to each unit, as 
missing units indicate an 
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installation problem.  Assuming the correct number of units is shown you should now enter height and X 
& Y information for each one.   
 
Note: That units may not be displayed on the screen in the same order that they are installed on the 
ceiling.  Until units have been configured with correct X & Y coordinates they do not know where they 
are in relation to each other.  For more information about configuring X & Y coordinates see the next 
section.   
 
Once all the units are configured correctly, click the ‘Save’ button.   
 

4.1.1 Configuring Valid X and Y Coordinates  
 
If you have only one unit installed you can leave the X & Y coordinates as 0 because no other units will 
reference it (just ensure that the height is set 
correctly), but with two or more units each 
must be positioned correctly relative to the 
others.   
 
When units are positioned next to each other 
across a wide entrance or corridor, it is very 
important that they are configured correctly 
so that they will work properly together as a 
‘wide opening network’.  When configured 
correctly, the tracking of people as they move 
between each counter field of view will be 
seamless and will be as if moving across the 
field of view of one counter with a large field 
of view.   
When configuring X & Y information you 
should have some idea about how far apart 
the counters have been positioned.  Units 
should not be too far apart or not too close 
together.   
 
When configuring the X & Y settings, you are telling the units their positioning so that they know where 
they are in relation to each other.  All un-configured units will have X and Y ground plane coordinates of 
(0, 0).  If you have two or more units connected across a wide doorway or entrance then they cannot all 
be set to (0, 0) as this implies that they are installed in exactly the same spot which is not possible 
therefore you will need to change them.   
Note: To enter new values simply click on any of the edit boxes and the counter which is associated with 
that particular edit box will start to flash its LEDs from its mounting position.  Be aware that the 
counters may be listed in a completely different order from how they are positioned on the ceiling.   
Note: The units do not know their own position on the ceiling until you enter the X and Y coordinates. 
Because of this, it is essential that you look for the flashing LEDs on the Units (as directed in the wizard) 
so that you know which one you are currently configuring.   
Note: In order to correctly identify each target, as it disappears from one counter’s field of view and re-
appears in another’s, you must specify X and Y coordinates that identify each counters physical location 
on the ceiling.   
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Usually the first counter in the list of units will be the Master, but this is not guaranteed, so always 
check the LED flashes to be sure.   
 
In order to specify the correct X & Y values there are a few rules that you can remember:  
If the counters have been installed as recommended 

 The X value = the distance between units left to right 

 The Y value = the distance in front or behind a counter is relative to the others.   

  If all the units are in a straight line, then this means that the Y values for each unit will be 
identical and can be left as the default ‘0’.  If you want to change the Y value you can just make 
sure that they are all the same on each unit.   

 The Master Unit should always set at zero if the unit next to it is 2.5m away, this one’s X value 
needs to be 250cm. But if a third unit is a further 2.5m away, you would need to specify 500cm 
for the X 
value of 
that unit 
(250+250).   
 

 X and Y 
values can 
also be 
negative if 
required 
as seen above.  This would be necessary, for example, if a left most unit was configured with 
X=0 but another unit was 
then added to the left of 
that.  This new unit would 
need a negative X value to 
position it relative to the 
previous unit at X=0.  
Alternatively you could set 
the new unit to X=0 and 
then change the X values 
of all the other units in 
order to shift them 
logically to the right.   
 

 If the units are not in a 
straight line then the Y 
values will need to change 
for each one.  This will be 
relevant if a middle unit 
out of three is further into 
a store to avoid an 
obstacle on the ceiling 

 
Note: The important thing to 
remember is that units will most 
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likely not be shown on screen in the order 
that they are positioned on the ceiling.  It is 
essential that you look for flashing LEDS 
on the units (as directed in the wizard) so 
that you know which one you are 
currently configuring.   
Note: The correct X and Y coordinate and 
height information is essential if tracking 
people between counter view is to work 
correctly.   
 
When there are multiple units, again, ensure that you look up at the units to see which one is flashing its 
LEDs.  Enter the relevant details for that unit then move on to the next: For large numbers of units it is 
advisable to write down the details first, (X being the distance between and Y the distance behind or in 
front) for example: 

          X (cm)  Y (cm)  
Height 
(cm) 

Left most unit 
(Master)  

0 0 466 

 359 0 466 
 718 0 466 
 1078 0 466 
 1435 0 466 
 1797 0 466 

  2153 0 466 

Right most unit 2516 0 466 

 

Click the first unit, see which unit starts flashing its LEDs, and then enter the relevant details for that 
unit:  Then proceed to the next.  In this example the second unit listed is actually the sixth unit on the 
ceiling so these are the details that must be entered.  Continue through the units, making sure that you 
enter the relevant unit details for the unit flashing on the ceiling.   

 
If you have more than five units simply 
use the scroll bar on the right of the 
dialog to show the ones from off the 
bottom of the screen.   
Continue entering all the details until 
they’re all filled in.  Make sure that each 
unit has its own unique X, Y and height 
information and that none have been 
accidentally repeated.  Once all the units 
have valid X, Y and mounting height 
values, the ‘Save’ button will now be 
selectable.   
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4.2 The Ground Plane View  
 
When you click the ‘Save’ button all of the positioning information entered will be set in the 
counters, and the ground plane view will then be shown:  
 

Before the counter is counting accurately, 
a number of settings must be made.  See 
following sections for details.   

 
 
Note: The ground plane view can be 
panned by clicking and dragging the 
ground plane background (I.e. click 
anywhere but the counter’s field of view) 
within the background.  It can also be 
zoomed in and out as required by using the 
mouse scroll wheel.   

Note: That the two count lines are positioned 
directly on top of each over by default.   
If the counter is warmed up and people are 
walking underneath it, you will see 
corresponding targets indicating their 
position on the ground plane view.   

Overview of the Ground Plane View 
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In this case there are a lot of counters 
in a line which are not all shown, but 
by clicking and dragging the ground 
plane background it can be moved 
around.  The view can also be zoomed 
out in order to show all the units by 
using the mouse ‘scroll wheel’ (see 
section 4.2 for more details of the 
ground plane view).   

To confirm that all units have been 
given the correct positioning 
information you should walk across all the counters’ field of views (from right to left in this 
example) and check that the target is correctly tracked all the way through.   
 
If when walking between views from left to right, or vice versa, check for consistent tracking 
of a single target.  Watch for:  

• Target being lost, even if only very briefly.   
• Target disappearing from one counter’s field of view and re-appearing on a different counter’s 

field of view.   
• Target moving in different directions across any of the counter’s field of views.   
 

If any of the above issues are seen, check:  
 Units have correct X, Y and height information (never guess or estimate values).   
 Units are all installed level.   
 Units have the correct X and Y positions.   
 Units are all positioned ‘pointing’ in the same direction.   
 Units should all be positioned with 

their directional arrows (on the 
mounting base) pointing in the 
same direction (usually into the 
area of interest).   

 Fragmented tracking of individual 
targets between counter views is 
always because overlaps are not 
where the network thinks they 
should be.   

 

4.3 Configuring Disjointed Wide Openings  
 

 This might be appropriate in certain circumstances in order to minimize cable runs, reduce the 
number of required network ports, or to allow counts from multiple doors to be retrieved from 
only one Master unit.   

 Configuring the X and Y settings for non-overlapping units is clearly not as important in these 
cases simply because target tracking between units is not required.   
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 When configuring the X and Y values 
on units which are connected 
together as a wide opening network, 
but which do not overlap with each 
other.  You can use the actual values, 
and in some cases the units may 
actually be close enough to track 
targets between them and only by 
configuring the actual distances.   

 If the installation location of the units 
are very far part such as 60 feet from each other and entering the actual distances between 
units makes it awkward to view all (or some) units on screen at the same time.  You can enter 
values which effectively position the units a lot closer together purely for easier viewing While 
still maintaining enough distance between units to prevent any false tracking of completely 
separate targets between views.  Entering appropriate X and Y values to maintain that 60ft gap 
on screen will make it difficult or clumsy to see both units at once.   

 if you can enter X and Y values which maintain a 5 or 10m gap, you will then be able to see the 
two units on screen at the same time, at a decent resolution, whilst preventing two 
independent targets on each counters field of view from mistakenly ‘interacting’ with each 
other and producing tracking errors.   

 

4.4 Individual Unit Settings  
 

To make changes to an individual unit just 
click the cog symbol in the elements top left 
of the counters field of view.   
You will then be able to change the counters 
height, and X and Y, settings as required.   
You can also see the type of unit, lens fitted 
and firmware version in this window.  Serial 
number information is required by Trafsys 
support in the case of any warranty claims.   
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4.5 Counts Dialog  
 
The Counts dialog window shows the current values logged against each enabled register.  When first 
connected to a counter the ‘User’ 
counts are shown.  These start at 
zero at first connection and will 
increment as people are counted.  
By choosing the ‘System’ counts 
from the drop down menu, the 
underlying values since the 
counter was last reset will be 
shown.   
Note: Both the User and System 
counts are incremented 
concurrently and identically when 
people are counted.  Only the 
view is switched via the dropdown menu.   
You can rename or delete a register by 
hovering the mouse cursor over one of 
the registers and then clicking the 
appropriate icon.   

 

4.6 Reset Counts  
 
Count totals are stored in the counter’s internal memory and will not be lost while the counter is still 
powered.  If you want to reset the counts to zero, the ‘Reset Counts’ option should be used.  When the 
User Counts are being displayed, clicking the ‘Reset Counts’ button will do just that; all displayed 
registers will be reset to a zero value and begin counting from that point.   
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Resetting the User Counts will not affect the System Count values.  Because the System Counts are used 
for the logging functionality; if you reset 
these, then future logged values will be 
affected.  Predominantly, resetting the 
System Counts will mean that the next logged 
values into flash will be lower than the 
preceding ones, possibly by many thousands 
dependent on how long the counter had 
been counting for before being reset.  
Additionally, resetting the System Counts will 
mean that any count increments added to 
the System Count registers since the last log entry, will not be written to a log entry in flash and so will 
be lost.   
Note: Because resetting the User Counts 
does not reset the System Counts, you are 
free to do as much walk testing as you want 
and reset the counts whenever you want to 
start again at zero for the next walk test.  
Note: The possibility exists of losing data 
when resetting the System Counts, you must 
acknowledge the resetting first.  By clicking 
‘OK’ the system counts will be reset to zero.   
 
 
 
 
Note: Clicking the ‘OK’ button will then reset 
the System Counts but also the User Counts 
too.   
 
Resetting the System or User Counts via the 
‘Reset Counts’ button will not erase or 
otherwise affect any stored log entries.  
However, resetting the System Counts will 
mean that subsequent log entries will be 
lower.   
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4.7 Warnings   
 

Note: Remember, counts will also be reset 
to zero if a unit is powered down or any 
warnings will be shown underneath the 
Counts dialog box cleared using the API 
function ‘ResetCurrentCounts’.  Left click 
the warning message to see details of any 
warnings.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  

 

4.8 Positioning the Count Lines  
 

 Correct count line configuration is the key to accurate counting.   

 Count lines should be positioned across the area where people will be walking, and usually in an 
arc shape around a door of interest.   

 Positioning the lines is done using the mouse in an intuitive drag and drop style.   
 
The different methods of positioning and shaping the lines are detailed below:   

 Moving a Whole Line.   
 If you move your mouse pointer onto the straight part of the line, you can then 

left click on the line and, with the mouse button still depressed, you can move 
the line around.  Release the mouse button to drop the line in position.   

 Using Drag Points to Manipulate the Count Lines.   
 The purple points on the ends of the lines are called drag points.  If you move 

your mouse pointer on to a drag point, you can left click the drag point, and, 
with the mouse button still depressed, you can move the end of the line around.  
Release the mouse button to drop the drag point in position.   
 

 Creating Extra Drag Points   
 The smaller points in the middle of the lines can be turned into drag points too, 

for when you want to shape the lines around an obstacle.  To create an extra 
drag point simply click on the small point and it will turn into a drag point which 
can then be positioned as detailed above.   

 Shaping The Count Lines Using Extra Drag Points  
 By creating extra drag points along the length of a line, it is possible to deform 

and manipulate the lines for any installation requirement.   
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 You can have up to 16 drag points on each count line (one at both end, and 
fourteen in-between) creating fifteen linked line sections.  Each count line will 
still function as one complete count line.   

 Deleting Drag Points   
 To delete a drag point, just click the mouse pointer on the drag point that you 

want to delete while holding down the CTRL key on your keyboard.   
 By careful and clever use of count line configurations, many counting options 

become possible.   
 
Correct count line configuration is the key to accurate counting. 

 Remember that the count lines configured in isolation will not produce accurate counting.   

 Always configure the correct count mode for each line as well.   

 In most cases it is preferable, and advisable, to place the two count lines on top of each other, 
in the same position.  By doing this, the effect of any dithering behavior will be reduced.  This 
can also help where other issues are causing IN/OUT data inconsistencies, for example with 
cross traffic and people stopping in the field of view.   

 

4.8.1 Count Lines Positioning Guidelines  
 

 During the count line positioning part of the counter configuration, lots of walk testing should 
be performed in order to determine the best place for each line.   

 Pay particular attention to the initialization of targets (where targets are first shown on the 
field of view when a person enters it) and position lines well ahead of this position to ensure 
that everyone will be initialized and then tracked over the line.   

 Remember that people who are initialized after the line will not be counted!   

 It is recommended that the ‘Path map’ view is enabled to help with this as the path map view 
will show all areas of initialization, see section 4.14 for more details.   
 

4.8.2 Corridors  
 
For simple counting along corridors, two lines should be positioned across the field of view so that they 
intersect the middle.  These should be placed on top of each other, with one counting in one direction 
and the other ‘flipped’ so that it counts the other direction.  This provides lots of target initialization 
space for both directions.   
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If the field of view size is wider that the width of the corridor then the line ends should be moved in 
from the edges so that they are the same width as the corridor, in order to avoid counting any reflected 
targets which may be present.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.8.3 Door Counting  
 
It is usually recommended that count lines are positioned in a U-shape around the doors in order to 
provide enough target initialization space and track people who enter and go left, right or straight on.   
In all cases the movement of the door should be evaluated and the lines positioned well out of the way 
(doors would be at the bottom of the field of view in this example):  
 
If the lines need to be positioned quite far into the 
field of view, to avoid the swing of a door for 
example, and you are worried about people being 
counted as they just walk past the door then 
remember that you should also configure the 
correct count mode for each line so that cross 
traffic is not counted.   
  
General Counting Line Positioning tips: 

 Remember that each count line is independent.   

 Remember that each line is directional (indicated by the directional arrows on the line,  
o (see section 4.9 for how to ‘flip’ a 

count line direction).   

 Remember that each count line has is own 
the count mode setting,   

o (see section 4.10.1 for details of 
the different count modes 
available).   

 In most cases IN and OUT count lines 
should be placed on top of each other in 
the same place with only the line direction 
different.   

 Keep lines away from other moving objects, for example (and most importantly) keep lines away 
from moving doors.   

 Ensure lines fully encompass the area where people can walk make sure it is not possible for 
people to go around the ends of any lines and not be counted.   
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 In most cases, lines should normally be positioned intersecting the middle of the field of view 
for best target differentiation.   

 

4.8.4 Multiple Count Lines  
 

By default a Master counter will have two count lines enabled, and each will be feeding in to its own 
count register.   
 
Once the required lines are added, all 
that is left to do is move and position 
them as necessary and set the 
correct count mode.   
 

On wide opening networks covering 
multiple physical doors you could 
position two count lines across all 
doors in order to provide one set of 
IN and OUT counts.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.9 Count Line Right Click Menu 
 
Selecting the ‘Flip’ option 
will change the direction 
that a person must cross 
that line in order to 
generate a count 
increment, as indicated by 
the arrows on the end of 
the line.  Selecting the 
‘Reset’ option will reduce 
the line back to a straight 
line with only two (end) 
drag point.  This is useful if 
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many drag points have been added and they all need to be deleted.  Selecting the ‘Delete’ option will 
remove that line.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.10 Count Line Settings  
 
By right clicking on a line and choosing the ‘Edit’ option you are able to make various changes to that 
line.   
 If a count line is associated with a count register, the line ‘Description’ will be shown in the 
Counts Dialog window.  This description will also be available remotely via the API function 
calls for use in your own software.   
 
Note: It is recommended that a relevant and meaningful, but simple, count line description is utilized 
in order to ensure that 
count data is placed 
correctly in the database 
and for ease of 
understanding during 
return visits in the future 
possibly by different 
engineers from the 
installer.  Examples: ‘IN’, 
‘OUT’, etc.   
 

 

4.10.1 Count Modes  
 

There are two main counting modes each with sub-options, which can be enabled as required.  All 
together there are a total of five, different, count modes: 
Immediate Count Mode  

 The first count increment is given at the time the person crosses the count line (in the 
configured direction).   
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 With the ‘Anti-dither’ sub-option enabled only the first crossing is counted but with ‘Anti-
dither’  

 With the ‘Anti-dither’ sub-option Disabled – all subsequent line crossings are counted.   
 
Deferred Count Mode  

• The default count mode count mode any increment is only given once the person leaves the 
field of view as well.   

• Count increments are only given when the target leaves the field of view.   
• Each target can only be counted a maximum of once per count line.   
• The sub option Count U-Turns option affects how targets which cross both lines are counted.  

Ignore U-Turns   
o As its name suggests will not count people who walk across a line but then ‘U-turn’ and 

go back across it in the other direction.   
Count U-Turns  

o Will count people who do ‘U-turns’.   
o Count U-Turns Only in this mode, only people who perform U-turns will be counted; 

people who walk through normally are not counted.   
In most cases the ‘Deferred’ count mode with ‘Ignore U-Turns’ is the recommended count mode.  
In some cases, it may be necessary to change the count mode.  This will depend on:  
• The installed environment and how people walk through it.   
• Your chosen count line settings.   
• What you want to count.   
• What you don’t want to count.   
 
Additionally some of the advanced count line logic functions require count lines to be configured in 
immediate count mode.  Some of the count modes treat specific walking patterns differently and it is up 
to you to decide whether a certain trajectory through the field of view, and over the count line(s), 
should be counted or not, by selecting the appropriate count mode.   
Careful placement and setup of the count lines is required in conjunction with selecting the appropriate 
count mode.  Some count line/count mode combinations will result in poor count accuracy in some 
cases.  This will be dependent on walking patterns and your own established and accepted count 
parameters.   
 
Note: We recommend configuring the line positions first before setting the count mode.  Remember 
to always perform lots of walk testing to ensure the line and mode is correct for your application.   
  
Note: A target is deemed to have left the Field of View if it physically leaves the Field of View by walking 
out, or if the counter loses the target, for example if that person stops and stands still for a long enough 
time.   
 
Note: The counting modes rely on being able to consistently track a person through the Field of View.  
If a person stops long enough to be lost from view then it is possible that all modes will count that 
person once they are seen again and cross a count line.   
 

4.11 Counter “Settings” Menu  
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The main menu is accessed by clicking the ‘Settings’ button in the top left hand corner of the screen.  
The available options will then be shown:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.12 Installation Settings  
 
The installation settings are those that relate to the physical location of the installation.  You are free to 
populate these edit fields as you wish.  It is recommended that these settings are not left as default, 
regardless of whether they are actually made use of in your organization.   
The installation settings can be used to identify the counters much more easily in the future, for 
example:  

• For use when configuring remotely.   
• For use with Validation Tool.   
• When requiring engineer visits/maintenance/audits.   
• When backing up/restoring settings to units.   

 
Note: It is recommended that all individual 
counters installed at the same site have the 
same Site Name and Site ID details with the 
Device Name and Device ID being the 
significant values for locating counters on 
that site.   
 
Note: Remember also that the correct date 
and time settings should be set here.  The IP 
enabled counters have a battery backed up 
time and date function, which is used for 
count log entry time stamping.  These time-stamped entries can then be retrieved at a later date.   
Choose the correct time zone where the counter is physically located in the world and then click the 
‘Synchronize’ button to sync the date and time.  The date and time displayed in this window is based on 
your PCs time zone setting.  The time itself is always stored in UTC format within the counter.   
Note: The date and time setting is required for time stamped count logging on IP enabled sensors.  It 
is therefore very important that the correct date and time is entered on counters these units.  
  
Note: The time setting is stored in the counter as a UTC value (Coordinated Universal Time) calculated 
from the Windows time and time zone setting.  Therefore, always set the time of the counter to be the 
time that it is on your computer, regardless of the time zone that the counter may physically be located 
in.   
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Note: The local time zone setting can be retrieved via the API functions for use in own software as 
required.  The drop down list contains all of the default time zones.  If you wish to use your own time 
zone implementation, use the locale field instead.   
 
The Log Interval can also be retrieved and set via the API.  The log interval should be set to 900 seconds 
(15 minutes).  The logs will be stored on the hour, fifteen minutes past the hour, Half past the hour, and 
quarter to the hour.   

Interval 
(Seconds) 

Interval 
(Minutes) 

Notes 

900 15 minutes  4 logs an hour (default)  

 
Remember that the counter will continually count people as they walk through the field of view and 
cross the count lines.  Therefore, the total System Counts will keep incrementing every day and will 
never reset to zero  

 Unless the counter is powered off.    

 A reset counts command is sent to the counter via the API.   
 

4.13 Tuning  
 

The Tuning settings affect how the counter 
interprets the infrared radiation (heat) 
emitted from people as they walk 
underneath the counter.  It is essential that 
these settings are configured appropriately 
so that each person is tracked correctly 
and therefore give the correct count 
increments if, and when, they cross any 
count lines.   
 
In a lot of cases the default settings will be optimum but it is essential that 
they are checked and tweaked if necessary.   
See the following sections for details of each option.   
 

 4.13.1 Discrimination Sensitivity  
 

The discrimination sensitivity slider is used by the counter to help identify individuals based on the 
thermal ‘signature’ being seen by the counter.   

 Sometimes a single person can be seen as more than one ‘object’ and this is more likely to 
happen at very low heights where a person’s arms and legs may be seen as separate thermal 
objects.   

 Other times people who walk very close together can be seen as only one object, and this is 
more likely to happen at very high heights when the counter may be far enough away from the 
people to be not able to separate two people walking side by side.   
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By adjusting the ‘Discrimination Sensitivity’ slider, you can affect how the counter groups thermal 
objects together.   

 If you raise the sensitivity then the counter is more likely to keep separate any group of targets 
so that they are counted individually.  It is also more likely to treat a large target as a couple and 
count that one target as two people if it crosses a count line (see section 4.13.2 to turn off this 
feature manually).   

 If you lower the sensitivity then the counter is more likely to treat a group of thermal objects as 
a single target.   

  
Note: You cannot see the thermal ‘objects’ as seen by the counter.  You can see the targets, which are 
how the counter has interpreted the objects.  Adjusting the Discrimination sensitivity affects the 
interpretation behavior.   
  
Note: You should always perform extensive walk tests at every counter installation to ensure advanced 
settings such as these are configured correctly.  You can disable couple counting completely if required, 
see next section.   
 

4.13.2 Large Target Couple Counting  
 

Depending on the Discrimination Sensitivity setting and what the counter is seeing, occasionally a single 
target will be counted as two.  This is when the counter considers the target to be two people walking 
close together a couple.   
The couple counting algorithm works by comparing the size of a target with an internal table of sizes 
that it would expect to see at the installed height.  If the target is larger than expected, and the right 
shape, then it is deemed to be two people and will then generate two count increments if it crosses a 
line instead of the usual one increment.  This all happens automatically and its effect can be altered by 
adjusting the Discrimination Sensitivity as explained above (section 4.13.1).   
However, to completely disable this functionality you can switch it off here by removing the tick from 
the tick box.  This would only normally be necessary if this feature was causing significant over counting.  
Incorrectly disabling this feature could lead to under counting in some circumstances.   
  
Note: You should always perform extensive walk tests at every counter installation to ensure advanced 
settings such as these are configured correctly.   
   

4.13.3 Extended Grouping Mode  
 

The extended grouping mode should be left disabled in most cases.   

 When enabled, the counter will associate individual heat sources within the counters field of 
view as coming from the same thing.  Effectively it joins together many people and tracks only 
one target which will be counted as one only if it crosses a count line.   

 Primarily this mode is to allow the counting of groups of people who enter together as one basic 
‘shopping unit’ which may be required in some circumstances, for example if a retailer wants to 
count whole families as one customer visit.   
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 By changing the discrimination sensitivity slider you can affect how far apart individuals can be 
to still be joined together, in this way even people who are very far apart will be joined together 
and counted as one.   

 This option is based solely on proximity of people to each other, so it is possible that two 
unrelated individuals who walk in to an area at the same time will be joined together and 
counted as one.   

 This option can also be enabled if supermarket shopping carts are being still being counted, 
after disabling couple counting and altering the discrimination sensitivity slider.  Once enabled, 
Note: the discrimination sensitivity slider should be re-evaluated in all cases.   

 

4.13.4 Deferred Initialization 
 

This option is included to help with problems associated with a rapidly cooling or rapidly heating floor 
being detected as a target.  This can happen when the floor is hot – usually heated by direct sunlight 
falling on it – but then a door opens, a cold wind rushes in and blows across the floor sufficiently for it to 
be cooled rapidly and be detected by the counter as a temperature change.   

 A target is then seen to be initialized which then travels across the floor as the wind blows over 
it.  Obviously, a target such as this could cross a count line and add to the count total giving 
count inaccuracies.   

 To help avoid this you can switch on the ‘Deferred Initialization’ option.   

 With this switched on, an extra initialization step is involved before a target is created.   

 This extra step ensures that these ‘Ghost’ targets are not seen and therefore are not counted.  
This option should NOT be enabled unless this problem is observed, because, as the name 
suggests, the initialization of a target occurs much later and this could mean that valid targets 
have crossed the count line before being recognized as such – meaning that they are not 
counted at all.   

 This could lead to under counting if enabled when not required.   

 When enabling this option to help prevent ‘Ghost’ targets, always ensure that there is sufficient 
target initialization time for genuine targets.   

Note: Again adequate walk testing is recommended to ensure this.   
 

4.14 Path Map view  
 

You can enable an overlaid ‘path map’ 
view on top of the ground plane view by 
selecting enable under the Path Map 
option.   
Once enabled the path map information 
will be retrieved from the counter(s).   

 
This will take a few seconds for each 
connected counter.   
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Note: Retrieving the path map information 
will take between two and ten seconds 
depending on how many counters are 
connected, and connection stability.   
Note: When enabled, the path map 
information overlay is constantly updated 
every few seconds from all units.   
 
Once the Path map data has been retrieved 
it will be overlaid on top of the ground plane 
view.   
  
The dark blue band shown down the 
middle of the counter’s field of view shows 
where people have been walking through 
the area (this counter is mounted over a 
corridor).  The two light blue areas on the 
top and bottom of the field of view are the 
parts of the ground plane where people are 
largely being initialized.  In a corridor 
situation it is logical to expect people to be 
initialized on the edges of the field of view 
as they enter it.  Only if part of the field of 
view were obscured for example if 
mounted too close to a door would the 
initialization areas not be at the edges.   
On wide opening networks of counters a 
very detailed view of people’s tracks 
through the area can be revealed.   
 

4.15 Disconnecting  
 

When a counter, or counter network, is 
configured:  

 You can simply close your Internet 
Browser and disconnect from the 
network.   

 Every setting you make is immediately 
saved to the counter so there is no 
need to choose a specific ‘Save settings’ 
option.   

 It is however, recommended that you 
do make a backup file of the counter 
settings on your laptop before you 
disconnect.   

When using the installed ‘exe’ version of the PCST software you can choose the Disconnect option from 
the main menu and this will take you back to the connection screen in order to connect to another unit.  
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4.16 Unit of measure 
 
The path to change between Metric and Imperial 
measurement units is.  
SettingsviewMeasurement Units   

 

 

 

4.17 Backup/Restore  
 

The backup and restore options 
provide you with a means of saving a 
counter configuration to a file on your 
laptop for later loading into a similar 
model unit.  All settings relating to 
counting functionality are saved into 
this file.  IP settings etc. are not saved.  
By saving the settings file, you will have 
record of all settings made for future 
reference.  This also makes it very easy 
to duplicate a counter setup for replicating the configuration at another installation which then requires 
little or no modification.  Additionally, for straightforward effortless replacement of a damaged unit in 
the future.  It is always advisable to save counter settings using the Backup/Restore functionality once 
an installation has been finished.   

 

4.17.1 Backup   
 

If you select the backup option then you will be 
shown a familiar Windows dialog in which to 
save the file.   
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Just type in a relevant file name and click the ‘Save’ button.  The counter setting file 
will then be saved.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Backup files are very small in size and so won’t take up much disk space.   
 

 

 

 

Multiple connected units will all be saved in one (slightly 
bigger) file.   
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4.17.2 Restore  
 
Use the restore option to restore counter settings from a saved backup file.  Selecting the Restore 
option will bring up the following dialog window.   
On this dialog, counter information 
is displayed from both the backup 
file (at the top) and the connected 
unit(s) (at the bottom).  An ‘M’ 
indicates a single Master only.  Until 
you select a backup file, the top part 
will be empty, so the first thing to 
do is click the ‘Select Backup File’ 
button and navigate to the required 
backup file.   
Once a file is loaded the counters 
contained within the file will be 
displayed.   
 

When you have a single unit in the 
Backup File and a single live unit 
both will be highlighted 
automatically.   
Note: that the M indicates a Master 
unit in the file and a Master unit on 
the ceiling.  Just click the ‘Restore’ 
button and the restore will begin.  
The actual process takes less than a 
second.   
 
 Once restored, simply click the ‘OK’ 
button and you can then close the 
Restore dialog window.  The new 
settings will be quickly verified to 
make sure that they are valid in the 
current system configuration and 
then you will be returned to the 
main ground plane.   
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Note: That Master units marked with an M can only be restored from Master units in the backup file.  
Node units marked with an N can only be restored from Node units in the file.   

In all cases each unit is restored individually one at a time so take care to highlight the correct units 
when restoring to multiple units on 
a wide opening network.  Always 
check the positioning of each one to 
ensure that it is correct.  When 
restoring settings to units with 
similar (or identical) placement (X 
and Y) settings then the mapping of 
unit from file to unit on ceiling is 
relatively easy.  For brand new units 
which have never been configured, 
these will all have default X and Y 
settings (0, 0) which place them in 
the same location on the ground plane view.  When restoring previously saved settings to new units 
extra care should be taken to ensure the correct units are identified and configured.  See section 4.18 
for more details.   
 
To restore an individual unit, simply highlight the unit in the ‘Backup File Configuration’ (top) and 
highlight the ‘Live Unit’ (bottom) and then click the ‘Restore’ button.   
 

Note: The count line and register settings are stored in the Master unit only.  If you want to revert back 
to a previous count line configuration, and all placement settings are unchanged, then you only need to 
restore the Masters settings.   
Note: Only on rare occasions will a restore file have a different number of units from the number of 
‘Live’ units on the ceiling.  If you find that the restore file does have a different number of units, check 
that it is the correct file for that installation.  If it is, make sure that you are restoring the correct units 
from that file.  When a Master unit is selected from the restore file, this can only be restored to a 
Master ‘Live’ unit.   
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Note: That you cannot select a 
Node unit in the live view when a 
Master is selected in the backup file 
(Node units greyed out).  Similarly, 
Node unit settings can only be 
restored to Node units, but always 
check that you are restoring to the 
correct Node unit when multiple 
nodes are present.   
Note: Remember that you can scroll 
around both the virtual ground 
planes in the top and bottom 
windows, as required, in order to see the other units.   
 

4.18 Restore to New Units  
 
When connecting to new un-configured units, you can jump straight to the restore dialog options by 
clicking the ‘Restore’ button at the bottom of the Configuration Wizard dialog window.  For a single unit 
the process from this point is 
identical to that shown in section 
4.17.2, above.  For multiple new 
units, each new unit will have 
exactly the same default X and Y 
information and so selecting the 
units to restore will not be possible.   
 

By having the default X and Y 
information, each one will be 
positioned in exactly the same place (0, 0) on the ground plane, but notice that in this example the 
correct number of units is being shown (always check).   
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If we now open a backup file and show the 
contents we can begin the restoration process.   

If necessary you can also click and drag to move 
around the ground plane view(s) and use your 
mouse scroll wheel in order to zoom out and see 
all the units, if required.   
  
Note: Remember that new units will have all the 
same X and Y values and so will all be in the same 
spot on the ‘Live Units’ ground plane until 
configured with correct values.   
 

 

 

In this case there are eight units in the file 
and eight ‘Live Units’ installed on the ceiling 
so all should be straight forward.  We can see 
that the Master unit is highlighted in the 
Backup File ground plane and we also know that Master settings can only be restored to Master units so 
we can go ahead and click the Restore button to set the correct Master settings.   
 
When all the ‘Live Units’ are shown 
in the same place, it is 
straightforward to click the top unit 
and see which unit that relates to by 
looking for the unit flashing its LEDs, 
and then to restore the required 
settings for that unit.   
 
In this example clicking on, and 
highlighting, the top unit makes the 
fourth unit in the line flash its LEDs 
and so this one needs to have the 
settings from the forth unit in the Backup File restored to it.   
 
Once this is unit has its settings 
restored we can see that the unit is 
now in its new position on the Live 
Unit view, and can proceed with the 
next unit.   
 

You should now continue restoring 
each unit in turn by clicking the ‘top 
unit’ at position X=0, Y=0, in the Live 
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Units window.  Locate it on the ceiling and restore its settings until they’re all done.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Once complete, it is advisable to walk from left to right/right to left in order to ensure that the units 
have been positioned correctly.  If correct, 
then the target representing the person 
should smoothly transfer between each 
counters field of view as below.   

If at any time the target does not move fluidly 
between views but instead misses out a 
counter and jumps to a different counter (out 
of sequence), then you can be sure that 
they’ve not been configured to be in the right 
place relative to the others.   
To fix this, you can either restore the affected units settings individually or you can manually change the 
X and Y settings by going into the device settings for those units.   
Always remember that un-configured units 
do not know where they are on the ceiling in 
relation to the other units and so the list of 
ceiling units is just an unsorted list with their 
positions in the list not corresponding with 
their physical positions on the ceiling! You 
MUST look up at the physical units on the 
ceiling in order see which one is flashing its 
LEDs and then restore the relevant settings 
to that unit.   
Whenever you click a different ‘Live’ unit, a different unit on the ceiling will flash its LEDs, and in this 
way you can work out which unit is which.   
 

5 F.A.Q.  
 
Q. What is the default IP address of a new IP enabled counter?  
A. The default address, as set by the factory, is 192.168.0.10, with a subnet mask of 255.255.255.0.  
 
Q. What are the default browser login details for an IP enabled counter?   
A. The default username is admin and the default password is installer.   
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Q. Someone has changed the IP address of an IP enabled unit and now I don’t know what it is.  How do I 
find it out?  

A. You have one or two choices dependent on counter variant.  Firstly, you can connect to the counter 
using the serial cable and the installed version of PCST, and reset the IP address to what you 
want it to be that way.  Alternatively, you can temporarily reset the IP address to the default 
192.168.0.10, connect to the counter over IP, and then change it that way.   

 
Q. How do I temporarily reset the IP address back to the known default address?  
A. Remove the sensor’s front cover if present, and locate the two red and green LEDs on the front of the 

counter in-between them you will see a small hole.  Inside that hole is a reset button.  Make sure 
that the counter is powered up and watch the two LEDs as you press and hold down the button 
using a paper clip or thin screwdriver.  After only about 1 second, the LEDs will flash alternately 
and you should release the button.  All of the IP settings will now be reset to the factory details.  
Take care not to hold the switch down for longer as this will default all settings! If you reboot the 
counter it will go back to its original IP settings before you pressed the reset button.   

 
Q. What is the baud rate of the IP connection (the speed) for IP enabled units?  
A. This is auto configured by the counter.  A 5000 series IP counter will attempt to connect at 10Mbs 

first and then 100Mbs if that fails.   
Q. When I connect to a unit over IP, 

I can get to the Welcome 
page but cannot get a 
connection through the 
Setup Tool option.  Why 
not?  

A. You will normally receive an 
error message that will point to the 
problem.   
Note: Remember that this part of the setup tool requires Silverlight as well as port 4505 to be available.   
Note: You cannot port forward Silverlight so if you need to employ port forwarding then you must use 
the exe version of PCST.  So if you have any issues like this, try using the installed version of the PCST 
software to see if that works in order to rule out a Silverlight or port 4505 issue.   
Note: Check that someone is not already connected to the counter.  The 5000 series units only support 
a single connection.   
Q. I’ve tried all the above connection problem suggestions but to no avail.  I can connect to the 
Welcome page, but not the Setup Tool, when I try I get a prompt to download a file and it won’t work.   
A. This could be because you have a ‘download manager’ installed on your computer which is grabbing 

the Silverlight ‘asset’ download and trying to manage it for you.  Most download managers will 
allow you to cancel the download and it will be passed back to your browser to manage, and all 
should work.  Some download manager software will still fail if you select the cancel option.  In 
these cases you must temporarily disable auto download and try again.  Select this and then 
refresh your browser, and it should work correctly.   

Q. My Internet Browser won’t connect at all but it was working previously, what’s changed?  
A. This could be a network issue or a problem with your Internet settings.  Firstly, make sure that the 

counter is powered up and connected correctly.  If you are connected directly to a 5000 series IP 
counter, and not via a hub/switch, then you may need a crossover Ethernet cable.  Next check 
your laptop IP settings – it needs to be on the same IP range as the counter.  If you have changed 
the IP address of the counter, you may need to change your laptop’s IP address also, so that it is 
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on the new IP range.  Lastly, you can clear your Internet browser history and settings which 
should fix most software problems.  To do this in Internet Explorer; select ‘Tools’ from the menu, 
then ‘Delete Browsing History’, then ‘Delete All’, ensure the box is selected so that add-on 
settings are also deleted and click ‘Yes’.   

Q. I have a number of node counters connected to my IP Master counter, but the  
Configuration Wizard always reports the wrong total number of units, why is this?  

A. This can sometimes happen but is usually fixed by forcing another network scan.  To do this power off 
and on again all the units and try again.  If this does not work and the number of units is still reported as 
too few, then try the following:  

a. Check the inter-connects between each unit; make sure that they are terminated 
correctly and are ‘straight through’ arrangement (not cross over cables), check each patch cable 
with an Ethernet cable tester.   
b. Check to make sure that you are not exceeding the maximum number of units and/or 
cable length for the power supply.   
c. If all else fails disconnect every unit so that only the IP Master is connected.  Configure 
this unit and then add the first node unit and reconfigure the network.  Continue like this adding 
each unit separately until all units are configured.  This may be necessary when there are lots of 
nodes, connected at the same time, all with default settings.  It can also assist with locating a 
faulty patch cable.   

Q. When I configure the X and Y positions of my master and node counters, the configuration wizard 
reports that the units are too far apart.  What does it mean?  

A. One of the checks that the wizard does is to make sure that units have a certain amount of overlap 
between neighboring counters’ field of views.  This is so that a person can be reliably tracked 
when they leave one counter’s field of view and cross into another’s, or if they walk between 
units that person will always be seen by one of the units.  If the wizard reports this problem, 
firstly confirm that you have entered the X and Y coordinates correctly.  If the entered details 
correspond with the actual positions and it fails this test, then you will need to reposition the 
units closer together and re-configure.  Always make sure you position units no further apart 
than indicated on the people counter Mounting Height Graph, to prevent this in future.  
Remember that this message is to be expected when configuring units on a disjointed wide 
opening network.   

Q. When should I disable ‘Large Target Couple Counting’?  
A. This algorithm is incorporated to help prevent under counting which can occur when two people are 

seen as one target.  This occurs at the higher mounting heights when the heat produced by two 
people merges into one target.  It should only be disabled if it is deemed to be causing over 
counting.  Try adjusting the ‘Discrimination Sensitivity’ first, as this may help.  See section 4.13.2 
for details.   

Q. When should I enable ‘Extended Grouping’ mode?   
A. In the vast majority of cases you will never enable this.  If you enable it then lots of people walking 

close to each other will be grouped together and counted as one, only, which will result in huge 
under counting on regular people counting installations.  Only enable it if you want to count 
groups rather than individuals, or possibly if supermarket carts are prevalent and are causing 
over counting problems, but then, only enable it if adjusting the discrimination sensitivity slider 
and disabling Large Target Couple Counting does not fix the issue.  Once enabled you must re-
evaluate the discrimination sensitivity slider setting again.  See section 4.13.3 for details.   

Q. Can I change the firewall ports required?   
A. If you are configuring the counter to connect out to you then you can configure whatever port you 

want for connecting out.  For connecting into the counter, each port is fixed for HTTP, Silverlight 
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and API.  However, it is usually possible to configure ‘port forwarding’ through your router.  See 
your network administrator for more information.  If you must port forward 4505 to 4505.   

 

Appendix A Counter Setup  
 

When more than one counter is installed on the ceiling, at the same entrance/doorway, they must be 
positioned in such a way as to provide an overlap where the field of view of neighboring counters meet 
on the ground.  This enables the counters to recognize the same target as it moves from one counter’s 
field of view to another’s.  In order for this to function correctly, the mounting separation shown on the 
mounting height graph should not be exceeded, also, all counters must also be installed in the same 
orientation (pointing in the same direction).   
The tracking of targets in this way is handled automatically by the Master counter.  In order to do this 
you must specify the relative positions of each counter by entering their respective X and Y coordinates 
as part of the counter configuration process.  If you have only one counter installed then you can leave 
the X and Y coordinates as default (0, 0) but when two or more units are installed, you have to specify 
their positions.  An example may be that the Master is positioned with one unit immediately to its right, 
2.2m away, and a further unit, on the right, another 2.2m beyond that.  The X and Y coordinates of the 
three units would therefore be (0, 0), (220, 0), and (440, 0).  If they are not directly in line with each 
other than you would need to specify the different Y values as well.   
 
Note: When specifying X and Y coordinates, the X coordinate is relative to left and right and the Y 
coordinate is the same as forward and back.  Also, it is easier to imagine looking down on the counters 
from above, rather than looking up at them, when working out the X and Y values.   
Note: When specifying X and Y coordinates, all entries are in centimeters if Metric units is selected, or 
in Inches if Imperial units is selected.  You can switch between Metric and Imperial using the main 
menu “Measurement Units” option, see section 4.16.   
Note: The Trafsys IP range of Counters must be connected to a grounded power supply.   
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